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Background

In-vitro and ex-vivo data

There are many dermal hyperpigmentation disorders caused by an overproduction of melanin. Cosmetically, an uneven skin tone is similarly caused by
local differences in skin melanin content. The enzyme tyrosinase catalyzes the
rate-limiting steps in the production of melanin by melanocytes and inhibition of
tyrosinase may result in a reduction in pigmentation. RNA interference (RNAi) is
a naturally occurring cellular process. Introduction of short double stranded RNAi
compounds into cells can result in association with the RNA induced silencing
complex (RISC) to target and degrade complementary mRNA sequences and
silence target genes.

MelanoDerm™ (MatTek) tissues were treated with optimized sd-rxRNA
compounds at 5 uM in culture media for 14 days with media and treatment
replenishment every other day, as per manufacturer’s protocol. After 14
days, tissues were visualized using light microscopy then formalin fixed and
paraffin embedded. Transverse sections were cut and Fontana-Masson
staining was performed to identify melanin. Tissues treated with TYR
targeting sd-rxRNA have fewer pigmented melanocytes and less melanin in
the tissues while maintaining the structure of the epidermis.
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Figure 1: Mechanism of RNAi based Gene Silencing

Hypothesis
Reducing the levels of tyrosinase in the skin using RNAi based cosmetic
ingredients can result in detectable melanin content changes.

Figure 3: TYR-targeting sd-rxRNA Compounds in 3-Dimensional Epidermal
Model Lead to a Visible Reduction in Pigmentation

The data show that there is an observable trend with RXI-231 treatment vs
vehicle when applied pre-and post UV exposure. Using a Mixed Model
approach to analyze the time matched Melanin Index changes over
baseline, the difference between RXI-231 and vehicle is statistically
significant (p=0.0388).
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Table 2: Study Schedule for RXI-231 Proof of Concept Study
Pre-and post-treatment Least Squares Mean (95% CI)
Change from Baseline
1

Figure 4: Penetration of fluorescently labelled sd-rxRNA (red) through stratum
corneum of porcine ear skin. Cell nuclei are shown in blue.

Consumer testing data
To assess whether RXI-231 is a skin irritant, an evaluator-blinded 14-day
cumulative irritation assay was performed. Test product or vehicle were
applied under occlusive dressing to the upper back or arm continuously and
repeatedly to the same site for a period of 14 days. Control sites were
treated with either Welbril cotton (negative control) or 0.25% SLS, a known
irritant. Evaluator graded irritation was assessed at each test site daily. RXI231 was determined to have minimal irritation potential.

Figure 2: sd-rxRNA Incorporates Advanced Features of RNAi and Antisense
Technologies
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We have developed a new class of stable, self-delivering RNAi compounds
that incorporate features of RNAi and antisense technology. sd-rxRNAs
demonstrate potent activity, stability, and reduced immune stimulation, and
are rapidly and efficiently taken up by cells. Tyrosinase-targeting sd-rxRNAs
were screened to identify RXI-231, a lead compound to be developed as a
cosmetic ingredient for improvement of skin tone. RXI-231 was tested in
normal human embryonic melanocytes and MelanoDerm, a 3D
reconstituted human epidermal culture model. Treatment with RXI-231
resulted in a reduction in tyrosinase mRNA expression, in vitro dopachrome
formation, and melanin content in both models. We have developed a
topical gel formulation that enables non-invasive epidermal delivery of our
compounds using a proprietary mixture of penetration enhancers that can
be used in cosmetic or pharmaceutical formulations. A consumer testing
program was carried out. Results from a 14-day cumulative irritation assay
and human maximization test showed that RXI-231 gel did not cause
irritation or sensitization to human skin. A third study investigated the
potential of RXI-231 to impact a skin melanin content increase induced by
UV in healthy volunteers, as measured by narrow-band reflectance
spectroscopy. The spectroscopic results - known to correlate well with skin
melanin content - demonstrated that application with RXI-231 containing gel
can reduce a change of skin tone triggered by UV exposure, as compared
to vehicle control (p < 0.04). Combined with the preclinical data, these
clinical results suggest that RXI-231 may impact skin pigmentation induced
by UV exposure.
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Methods & Key results

A number of formulations were made and tested ex vivo on porcine ear skin.
For these experiments, 8 mm biopsy punches of skin were seated in
transwell culture inserts and placed into 6 well culture dishes containing
complete medium. After topical application of the test article, the skin pieces
were cultured for 48 hours followed by processing and staining for
histological analysis. The final formulation shows significant penetration of
fluorescently-labeled sd-rxRNA through the stratum corneum with some
dermal delivery (Figure 4).
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RXI-231

Vehicle, Cosmetic Gel

Welbril Cotton (Negative
Control)

0.25% Sodium Lauryl
Sulfate (Positive
Control)

Sum of Cumulative Scores

63

57

12

264

Mean Cumulative Irritation Score

2.25

2.25

0.48

10.56

Mean Daily Irritation Score

0.25

0.23

0.05

1.06

Cumulative Irritation Index

0.08

0.08

0.02

0.35

Irritation Potential

Minimal

Minimal

Negligible

Severe

Table 1: RXI-231 has minimal irritation potential in a 14-Day Cumulative Irritation
Assay
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RXI-231

Vehicle

Vehicle

LS Mean (95% CI) between locations
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To assess the skin sensitization potential of RXI-231, an evaluator-blinded
maximization patch test was performed on 25 subjects. Test product along
with dilute concentrations of SLS were applied under occlusive dressing to
the upper arm or back repeatedly to the same site for five 48-hour induction
periods followed 10 days later by a single challenge to a naïve skin
site. Based on evaluator grading level of sensitization at each site, RXI-231
did not possess a detectable contact-sensitizing potential and is not likely to
cause contact sensitivity reactions under normal use conditions.
An open-label, single arm (cell), non-randomized, evaluator-blinded pilot
study to assess any perceivable and measurable reduction in UVB induced
skin pigmentation was performed. The procedure involved a one-time MED
assessment (using 5 exposures to 5 sites) on the lower back area (Day12). This was followed by a single exposure to UVB radiation (UVR) on Day
7, at 3X the MED level, to 6 sites on the contralateral lower back. Subjects
were treated daily with test product (and vehicle) for up for 3 days prior to
the UVR (Application Schedule 1) and to 10 days after the UVR (Application
Schedule 2). At least one UVR site (per application schedule) remained free
of test product and vehicle application (irradiated control). All test sites were
occluded with cotton gauze (patch) after application. Clinical grading of skin
erythema and pigmentation, as well as Melanin Index assessments using a
DSM II ColorMeter, were performed prior to the UVR (Study Day 7) and on
Days 1, 4, 7, 9, 11 and 18 after UVR.
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Figure 5: RXI-231 impact on UV-induced pigmentation in Consumer Test:
example skin tone at D16 (left) and overall LS Means results (RXI-231 vs vehicle)
for skin sites that received Application Schedule 1 (right). A Mixed Model
approach was used to analyze the time matched Melanin Index changes over
baseline showing that the difference between RXI-231 and vehicle is statistically
significant (p=0.0388).

Conclusions
• RXI-231 can reduce tyrosinase mRNA levels and visible
pigmentation in human 3-Dimensional Epidermal models
• RXI-231 as formulated for dermal penetration does not cause
irritation or sensitization
• Combined preclinical and clinical data with RXI-231 suggest that it
may have an impact on skin pigmentation induced by UV
exposure
• Tyrosinase inhibition with RXI-231 is more effective when initiated
prior to UV exposure
• With the topical formulation used in the studies, RXI-231 can
penetrate the skin to exert its effect.
• Further studies are needed to evaluated the magnitude and
longevity of the effect of RXI-231, especially with longer
applications both prior to and after UV exposure

